Clutter Clearing
at the Speed of Sound

Brain Balancing Music, Subliminal Affirmations
and Brainwave Entrainment to Support your Success

Steven Halpern

STEVEN HALPERN is a Grammy® nominated
and multi-platinum selling recording artist,
composer and researcher whose music
nurtures body, mind and spirit.
Over 45 years ago, Steven discovered
secrets of composing brain balancing music
that instantly helps the listener shift into a
mindful state of being.
After witnessing the healing powers of music first hand, he recorded
his first album in 1975 in response to numerous requests from
concert goers. The Los Angeles Times honors him, along with his
friend Paul Horn, as “the founding fathers of New Age music.”
Listeners describe his music as “Sonic Feng Shui,” which helps
de-clutter their aural environment. This new program motivates and
supports you in creating more breathing space and harmony in your
physical environment.
Steven’s music has been praised by many leading clutter clearing
and Feng Shui experts like Denise Linn, Jami Lin and Ashi. His
recordings are used in homes, hospitals, integrative health centers
and corporate wellness programs worldwide.
For over 30 years, Steven has written a monthly free newsletter at
StevenHalpern.com, featuring insights and information from a sound
healing perspective. He is the author of Sound Health (Harper & Row,
1985) and is a popular radio guest and media expert.
Visit: StevenHalpern.com & YouTube.com/StevenHalpernMusic

Benefits of Next-Gen Music for Clutter Clearing™
This landmark program works on several levels to engage
both your “relaxation response” with specially composed music,
brainwave entrainment tones and subliminal affirmations that affect
your subconscious mind. In so doing, the music helps you break
through years of habits and the resistance to change your conscious
mind.
Suggestions for Use
The album begins with a series of rhythmic tracks, followed by
more relaxing music. I chose the rhythmic grooves because they
motivate me and get my physical body energized. I often start
playing the album even before my scheduled clutter clearing
session: just exercising or stretching a bit to get the juices flowing.
Depending on whether I’m filing papers or moving larger items, I’ll
either continue with the faster music or fast-forward to the relaxing
and focusing music. I keep this going to keep me in the zone.
At other times, I’ll often listen to just one of the relaxing tracks,
which feeds my subconscious mind with positive affirmations that
re-inforce my intention.
Many years of research confirms that we are most receptive to
benefiting from subliminal affirmations when we’re in a relaxed
and balanced state of mind. For over 40 years, my music has been
the highest-rated music for reducing stress and evoking relaxation,
which is why it’s the soundtrack of choice for this program.

Early reports suggest that with the addition of the alpha state
brainwave entrainment tones used on CLUTTER CLEARING at the
Speed of Sound, the up-tempo tracks are also highly effective in
orchestrating a highly receptive state of mind.
The soundtrack features the healing tones of the legendary
Fender Rhodes electric piano, with guest musicians Paul Horn, Paul
McCandless, Kim Atkinson (www.Pulsewave.com), Georgia Kelly
and Jai Uttal, among others.

Learn about hidden stressors in music:
https://youtu.be/-Ml8KiWH_1E
Read more at: StevenHalpern.com/healingmusicguide
Subliminal affirmations may occasionally be heard during softer

musical passages. Affirmations are spoken in both first and second
person for maximum effectiveness. Affirmations include:
I enjoy decreasing my clutter.
Decreasing my clutter feels good.
I put things in their place.
I enjoy experiencing more harmony
in my home and office.
De-cluttering is a form of self-care.
I enjoy clearing my space of clutter.

I am kind and patient with myself.
I remember to breathe as I clear.
I break the energetic patterns of clutter.
You enjoy getting rid of your clutter.
You are kind and patient with yourself.
You remain stress-free as you clear
your space.

Nurture your body, mind and spirit with Steven’s best-selling albums:
Listen to audio samples at Steven Halpern.com

All compositions © 1991, 2016 Open Channel Sound Company (BMI)
q2016 Steven Halpern / Inner Peace Music®
All rights reserved. Copying this album for friends is prohibited by federal law.
Recorded at Banquet Studios, Sebastopol, CA
and The Music Annex, Menlo Park, CA
Engineers: Warren Kahn, Roger Wiersema, Robert Iriartborde
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STEVEN HALPERN:
Grand piano, Electric piano, Angelic choir, Keyboard string ensemble
Paul Horn: Golden flute, Alto flute • Paul McCandless: Soprano sax
Jorge Alfano: Shakuhachi bamboo flute • Jai Uttal: Guitar synth
Suru Ekeh: African percussion • Kim Atkinson: Congas, Cajon
Schawkie Roth: Alto flute • Marc Van Wageningen: Bass
Michael Manring: Fretless electric bass
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STEVEN HALPERN is a Grammy® nominated composer,
researcher and #1 bestselling recording artist of music
that promotes mindfulness and well-being.
His recordings are used in homes, hospitals,
integrative health centers and corporate wellness
0
programs worldwide. StevenHalpern.com
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Millions of us need to clear the excess clutter in our homes and work
environments. I’ve read numerous “how to” books, but made little progress.
It wasn’t until I translated the printed word and principles into actionoriented affirmations and combined them with my Next-Gen Brain Balancing
Music™ that I experienced a significant shift in my internal and external reality.
CLUTTER CLEARING begins with energizing rhythmic grooves that provide
an Aural-Aerobics® boost of energy. These tracks are followed by relaxing
music that help you stay focused, and nurture body, mind and spirit.
Encoded into the music are subliminal affirmations and brainwave
entrainment tones. You don’t actually hear the positive statements, but your
subconscious does, and responds accordingly.
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“Halpern’s proven combination of healing music and action-oriented
affirmations are a welcome resource to anyone who has struggled with
the overwhelm of clutter in their lives.” — Leading Edge Review

